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 by vidariv   

Paléet 

"Exclusive Shopping"

Paléet, which is probably Oslo's most exclusive shopping center, is a place

for quality. The center has several floors with a glass lift going up and

down through the open atrium. A piano is played in the background, there

is an original Munch painting on the wall, and lots of green plants create a

wonderful atmosphere for your tour around the center. The center over 40

shops and 10 restaurants. In the restaurant area they serve food from

around the world, and there is a Continental atmosphere. The fact that the

center is situated on Karl Johans Gate means that you can take a break in

here from the busy main street.

 +47 22 08 0811  www.paleet.no/  paleet@klpeiendom.no  Karl Johansgate 37-43, Oslo

 by Bjørn Erik Pedersen   

Byporten 

"Modern Shopping Center"

Byporten is a fantastic modern shopping center. Connected to the Central

Station, you just have to step off a bus, train or tram and do your

shopping. There are over 70 shops, restaurants and various other

services, making it easy to pick up that last-minute item. Byporten offers a

combination of expensive, high-quality shops and more ordinary options.

The latest in fashion from around the world, children's supplies,

restaurants, a hotel, and even a doctor and dentist are located here. If you

want it, Byporten probably has it.

 +47 23 36 2160  www.byporten.no/  byporten@byporten.no  Jernbanetorget 6, Oslo

 by pacmikey   

Oslo City 

"Everything You Need"

Oslo City is a bright and airy shopping center. Next to the entrance there

are a few fruit and vegetable stalls that sell fresh produce during the

summer. The center itself is big enough to envelop your entire day: it has

the usual selection and variety of shops as well as several off-the-wall gift

shops, which are perfect for souvenir hunters. There are also some good

eateries with a laid-back atmosphere. The millions of people who shop

here every year choose Oslo City for a reason. After all, who said shopping

had to be hard?

 +47 8154 4033  oslo-city.steenstrom.no/  oslocity@dnb.no  Sternersgata 1, Oslo
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 by Chell Hill   

Okernsenteret 

"Large Shopping Center"

Okernsenteret has five floors of exciting and high-quality shops. There are

prices for everyone and their special sales, called elleville dager, are

especially popular. Everything is offered here: restaurants, a post office,

hairdressers, clothing stores, and even car repair. Once you set foot inside

this shopping center, you won't have to leave until you have everything

you desire. The venue is managed by Steen & Strøm, which is one of the

largest chain of shopping centers in Scandinavia, and they know what

they're doing.

 +47 23 05 0781  okernsentrum.no  knut.lystad@steenstrom.co

m

 Økernveien 145, Oslo
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